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Third-party curation by vendors or bots 
wastes learners’ time

Business issue:
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Solution: 

Create a scalable methodology to evaluate external content, 
making each minute of a learner’s time worthwhile.
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Rubrics for leadership-development experience: 

         Red-flag rubric:
X Contains profanity
X Tolerates harassment
X Upholds unethical role model
X Contains misspellings
X Needs customization
X Clashes with PwC’s culture
X Feels boring
X Feels repetitive

       Best-in-class rubric:
√ Is clear
√ Is concise
√ Is compelling
√ Offers unique insights 
√ Gives on-the-job relevance
√ Amplifies PwC’s culture
√ Showcases diversity
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Rubrics for digital upskilling initiative: 

         Red-flag rubric:
X Does not fit objective 
X Inappropriate tone
X Not compelling content
X Cultural misfit
X Paid subscription required
X SEC-restricted website

Not a credible source
X Focuses on specific company 
X Advertisement/marketing

Best-in-class rubric:
√ Describes the technology
√ Describes problems or policies 
√ Describes an industry 

leveraging the technology
√ Meets the baseline skill 

requirement 
√ Addresses a content gap
√ Is accurate and relevant 
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Impact:
The time a single curator invests in vetting 
externally curated content saves time for all of 
our learners and amplifies our firm’s culture
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Brainstorm on your own (10 min)
1. Pick a learning solution
2. List what makes it unique: learning objectives, learners’ needs 

and desires, and company culture
3. Draft a pair of rubrics: a red-flag and a best-in-class rubric 

Get feedback in pairs (10 min)
4. Discuss your draft rubrics: How can your partner enhance 

their rubrics? What from your partner’s rubrics inspires you to 
revise yours? 

Discuss challenges & solutions with entire room (10 min)
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Learning activity: Create your curation rubrics!
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Discuss challenges & solutions with entire room

 
What were your 
brainstorming challenges? 

What will be your 
implementation challenges? 

How can we 
solve those challenges?
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Contact Information

 
Nicole Wong
Nicole.C.Wong@pwc.com

Tammy Rotati
Tamar.L.Rotati@pwc.com 
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